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Neutron single-particle strengths at N = 40, 42: Neutron knockout
from 68,70Ni ground and isomeric states
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The distribution of single-particle strength in 67,69Ni was characterized with one-neutron knockout reactions
from intermediate-energy 68,70Ni secondary beams, selectively populating neutron-hole configurations at N = 39
and 41, respectively. The spectroscopic strengths deduced from the measured partial cross sections to the
individual final states, as tagged by their γ -ray decays, are used to identify and quantify neutron configurations
in the wave functions. While 69Ni compares well with shell-model predictions, the results for 67Ni challenge the
validity of current effective shell-model Hamiltonians by revealing discrepancies that cannot be explained so far.
These results suggest that our understanding of the low-lying states in the neutron-rich, semimagic Ni isotopes
may be incomplete and requires further investigation on both the experimental and theoretical sides.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nuclei around neutron-rich 68Ni have attracted much
attention in recent years. They present a case of coexisting pro-
late, oblate, and spherical 0+ states below 2.6 MeV excitation
energy in a region of the nuclear chart where shell evolution
is at play [1–3]. This region represents a challenging testing
ground for nuclear structure models that attempt to incorporate
the driving forces of structural change to reliably predict the
properties of medium-heavy nuclei also at large isospin.

Configuration-interaction shell-model approaches have
been among the most successful in describing a wide range of
properties of medium-heavy nuclei. Shell gaps are important
as they demarcate the model spaces and the assumed inert
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cores of closed-shell configurations. As nucleons are added to
a closed shell, correlation effects drive the shape of the nucleus
away from sphericity, i.e., to oblate and prolate deformation.
A critical ingredient for benchmarking and improving the
effective interactions that underlie configuration-interaction
models is experimental information that characterizes the
relevant degrees of freedom, specifically the single-particle
structure. Often, systematic trends and striking differences
between neighboring isotopes and isotones shed light on
aspects of the underlying nuclear interactions that need to
be understood.

The spin-isospin parts of the nucleon-nucleon interaction.
e.g., the proton-neutron tensor force (in particular, the strongly
attractive monopole parts), are known to modify shell structure
in exotic nuclei [4–6]. In some neutron-rich regions of the
nuclear chart, the magic numbers established in the valley of
stability break down and new shell gaps can emerge [7,8]. New
regions of deformation appear which can be attributed to the
promotion of nucleons to high-j orbitals located just above a
shell closure [9]. These changes to the intrinsic shell structure
are of fundamental interest, but also have implications for
r-process nucleosynthesis. For example, in the Ni isotopic
chain, they directly affect the role of 78Ni as a waiting point
nucleus [10].

As recently highlighted [2], shell evolution can oper-
ate within a single nucleus: deformation-driving two- and
multi-particle-hole configurations can compete with spherical
ones, resulting in two or more coexisting structures at low
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excitation energy in the same nucleus. Of particular interest
is the region around the proton magic (Z = 28) 68Ni where
the N = 40 harmonic-oscillator shell gap separates the fp
and the g9/2 neutron orbitals. The first excited state of 68Ni,
a 0+

2 level at 1604 keV [1,11], hints at the possibility of
shape coexistence at low excitation energy. Other evidence
comes from the existence of a low-lying 0+

3 state and from the
observed decay patterns of the associated 2+ states [11,12].
All of these experimental observations, in agreement with
theoretical predictions by Tsunoda et al. [2], point to a rather
peculiar structure for this nucleus where spherical, oblate, and
prolate shaped structures coexist in a narrow energy range,
differing in binding energy by at most 2.51 MeV.

As protons are removed from 68Ni, a region of defor-
mation centered on 64Cr develops [13–18], where the main
components of the ground-state wave function are dominated
by configurations in which neutrons are promoted from
the fp shell to the g9/2 orbital across the N = 40 gap.
Adding neutrons to 68Ni, the Z = 28 gap is predicted to
become smaller when moving from 68Ni to 78Ni, as a result
of the attraction between the proton f5/2 and the neutron
g9/2 orbitals and the repulsion between the proton f7/2 and
neutron g9/2 configurations. This leads to deformation that
may enhance specific configurations, for instance, those that
are characterized by a higher neutron occupancy of the g9/2

and d5/2 orbitals. Recent relevant information on 67−70Ni
stems from a number of measurements using a wide variety
of experimental techniques, such as β decay, deep-inelastic
reactions, searches for isomeric states, and transfer reactions
[1,11,12,19–25].

In this region of rapid structural change and shape co-
existence, the neutron single-particle structure along the Ni
isotopic chain is of great interest; it is important to track
(a) the onset of neutron excitations into the g9/2 and d5/2

orbitals across the N = 40 subshell gap and (b) the difference
in configurations between 68Ni and 70Ni. To address these
issues, exclusive one-neutron knockout cross sections from
intermediate-energy 68,70Ni projectiles were measured using
γ -ray tagging of the final state [26]. This technique allows one
to identify and quantify neutron configurations in the 68Ni and
70Ni initial states. Specifically, the partial cross sections to the
lowest lying 1/2−, 5/2−, 3/2−, and 9/2+ states or candidate
states of 67,69Ni are measured and compared to calculations
that combine shell-model spectroscopic strengths and eikonal
reaction theory. Cross sections were also determined for
one-neutron removal from long-lived isomers present in
both the 68Ni and 70Ni projectiles. The following sections
describe the experiment and discuss the new results on neutron
single-particle strengths in the Ni isotopes as N = 40 is
crossed.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the Coupled Cyclotron
Facility (CCF) at the National Superconducting Cyclotron
Laboratory (NSCL) [27]. Secondary beams of 68,70Ni were
produced by fragmentation of a 140 MeV/u 82Se primary
beam on a 423-mg/cm2 9Be production target located at

the entrance of the A1900 separator [28]. The secondary
beams, selected and purified with the separator, were delivered
at momentum acceptances of 1% for 68Ni and 3% for
70Ni. In the center of the Gamma-Ray Energy Tracking
In-beam Nuclear Array (GRETINA), the 68Ni and 70Ni beams
impinged on 9Be reaction targets (100- and 281-mg/cm2 thick,
respectively) with mid-target energies of 85 and 74 MeV/u.
The measurements described below were carried out with
GRETINA [29] and the S800 spectrograph [30].

The 68Ni nucleus has two known isomeric states, the
1604-keV 0+

2 (τ = 390 ns) and the 2849-keV 5− (τ = 1.24
ms) states, that if produced in the fragmentation process,
survive sufficiently long to be transmitted to the reaction
target. 70Ni has only one known isomeric state, the 2861-keV
8+ (τ = 335 ns) level that, if populated, will survive to the
experimental end station as well. Accordingly, to interpret the
cross sections for the population of individual final states, the
isomeric ratio had to be determined for each projectile beam.
For this purpose, a stopper was placed in the center of the
GRETINA array and the γ -decay radiation from the implanted
nuclei was measured over several microseconds. To determine
the 68Ni 5− and 70Ni 8+ isomeric content, the number of
implanted ions was counted with a plastic scintillator upstream
of the stopper. The efficiency-corrected yields of the γ -ray
cascades depopulating the two isomers were then used to
determine the isomeric ratios. These were 39(4)% for the 5−
level in 68Ni and 8(1)% for the 8+ one in 70Ni. For the 68Ni 0+

2
state, the isomeric ratio was determined by the measurement
of the 511-keV γ rays following positron annihilation of the
internal pair formation, the main decay mode of the first excited
0+ state. Including corrections for internal conversion, this
68Ni 0+

2 isomeric ratio was determined to be less than 1%.
The 67Ni and 69Ni one-neutron knockout residues, produced

upon collision with the 9Be reaction target, were detected and
identified on an event-by-event basis using the time-of-flight
and energy-loss information measured with the beamline
timing detectors and the S800 spectrograph focal-plane de-
tector system [30]. Prompt γ rays, emitted in-flight from the
deexcitation of the knockout residues, were detected with the
GRETINA array [29] surrounding the target at the entrance
of the S800 spectrograph. The γ -ray energies were Doppler
corrected on an event-by-event basis using the reconstructed
momentum vector provided by the S800 spectrograph for each
reaction residue [30]. The Doppler-reconstructed spectra of
67,69Ni are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2.

The measured inclusive cross sections for the
9Be(68Ni ,67Ni)X and 9Be(70Ni ,69Ni)X one-neutron removal
reactions, σ−1n

inc = 133(10) and 168(13) mb, respectively,
were derived from the yield of the 67,69Ni reaction residues
relative to the number of incoming 68,70Ni projectiles and the
number density of the reaction target.

The projectile-like reaction residues, after traversing the
trigger plastic scintillator at the back of the S800 focal plane,
were implanted into an aluminum plate placed in front of
a CsI(Na) detector array [32]. The delayed γ -ray detection
with the scintillator array in this IsoTagger configuration
[33] enabled measurements of transitions from isomers in the
knockout residues.
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FIG. 1. Doppler-reconstructed γ -ray spectrum detected in coin-
cidence with 67Ni. The 694-keV transition is broadened by a lifetime
effect of approximately 216 ps [31]. The Doppler reconstruction was
performed with a velocity v/c = 0.401.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The efficiency-corrected intensities were obtained taking
into account the effect of the Lorentz boost for γ -ray
distributions emitted in flight. The intensity for some of the
transitions, forming energy doublets or multiplets, had to be
obtained using γ -gated coincidence spectra. In 67Ni and 69Ni,
the 694- and 594-keV transitions are affected by state lifetimes
of 216(6) and 173(49) ps, respectively [31]. These lifetimes
are long enough to generate a line shape, after Doppler
reconstruction, with a characteristic low-energy tail indicative
of γ emission behind the target. To determine the intensity
of these transitions, Monte Carlo simulations, based on the
AGATA simulation package [34] modified for the GRETINA
geometry [35], were used. The measured intensities for 67Ni
and 69Ni are reported in Tables I and II.

The transitions delayed by the 19.2 μs, 9/2+ isomer in 67Ni
were detected in the CsI(Na) array in the S800 focal plane. The
corresponding efficiency was determined with the methods
described in Ref. [33]. The consistency of this efficiency
was confirmed by exploiting coincidence relationships within
delayed γ -ray cascades.
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FIG. 2. Doppler-reconstructed γ -ray spectrum detected in coin-
cidence with 69Ni. The 594-keV transition is broadened by a lifetime
effect of approximately 170 ps [31]. The Doppler reconstruction was
performed with a velocity v/c = 0.371.

TABLE I. Energies and relative intensities of the prompt γ -ray
transitions observed in coincidence with 67Ni reaction residues.

Eγ (keV) Iγ (%)

172(1) 5(2)
445(1) 6.3(12)
694(5) 81.2(13)
1193(4) 11(3)
1210(4) 100(5)
1249(5) 20(6)
1272(2) 27(6)
1322(4) 29(3)
1655(1) 63(2)
1721(2) 58(2)
1768(4) 7.2(6)

Final-state exclusive cross sections were determined for
all states placed in the level scheme: These are reported in
Tables III and IV. The cross sections were obtained from the
γ -ray intensities relative to the number of knockout residues.
The cross section for the direct population of the 1008-keV
9/2+ isomer in 67Ni was obtained from the difference between
the total intensity of the depopulating delayed transitions, as
measured with the CsI(Na) scintillator array, and that of the
prompt feeding transitions, as obtained from GRETINA. It was
not possible to use the same method for the 1/2− isomer at
321(2) keV in 69Ni because its long half-life of 3.5 s prevented
the measurement of implantation-decay correlations with the
scintillator array. Thus, the population of the 1/2− isomer
in the knockout reaction cannot be distinguished from that
of the ground state, since both are characterized through the
nonobservation of a decay γ ray. The experimental partial

TABLE II. Energies and relative intensities of the prompt γ -ray
transitions observed in coincidence with 69Ni reaction residues. Note:
The 602.4-keV transition could not be resolved from the 594-keV line
in the present work. The decay branching ratio of the 1517-keV state
was taken from Table I (first column) of Liddick et al. [45]. When
using the values reported by Mueller et al. [44], all intensities must
be scaled by a factor of 1.05 with the exception of the normalizing
intensity of the 594-keV line and the intensity of the 602.4-keV line
that is scaled by a factor of 1.70.

Eγ (keV) Iγ (%)

219(1) 6.1(11)
304(1) 10.8(22)
379(2) 3.3(13)
594(1) 100.0 (54)
602.4(4) 7.5 (26)
1129(2) 32.4(21)
1196(2) 15.3(29)
1319(5) 10.3(26)
1345(2) 16.0(27)
1545(4) 17.7(26)
1582(3) 18.8(28)
1642(3) 8.3(10)
1822(2) 61.9(23)
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TABLE III. Measured and calculated inclusive and partial knock-
out cross sections for the 68Ni → 67Ni one-neutron knockout. The
reported partial cross sections take into account the fact that the 68Ni
beam was partly in the 5− isomeric state (see text). The theoretical
cross sections do not include the reduction factor of Rs ≈ 0.7 that
would be expected according to systematics [36]. The theoretical
inclusive cross sections were calculated from the partial cross sections
(details given in the Supplemental Material [37]) taking into account
the fractions of 61% and 39% for the ground state and 5− isomer in
68Ni.

J π
f Eexpt (keV) σth(0+) σth(5−) σexpt (mb)

1/2−
1 0 24.0 10.5 �86(11)

5/2−
1 694(5) 40.3 18(2)

9/2+
1 1008(3) 7.5 7.3 <9

3/2−
1 1721(2) 40.9 13.7(14)

11/2+
1 2218(5) 4.4 23(4)

(9/2+
2 ) 2280(4) 3.1 2.9 <7

13/2+
1 2663(3) 3.8 17(2)

(11/2+
2 ) 3473(6) 4.6 3.7(10)

(13/2+
2 ) 3540(6) 6.9 10.0(14)

15/2+
1 3912(6) 10.4 7(2)

68Ni → 67Ni σ
expt
inc = 133(10) mb σ th

inc = 118 mb

cross sections were corrected for the measured content of the
0+

1 ground state and the 5− isomer in the 68Ni projectile beam;
the �1% isomeric content from the 0+

2 state was neglected.
For the 70Ni projectiles, the 8(1)% of the 8+ isomeric content
was corrected for, but in the table only the comparison for the
cross sections from the projectile ground state are provided.

The theoretical partial and inclusive cross-section calcu-
lations follow Refs. [38,39]. The cross section for neutron
removal from an initial state i of the A-body projectile—here
its ground or an isomeric state—to a given residue final state
f is given by

σ fi
α =

(
A

A − 1

)N

C2S σ sp
α , (1)

where C2S is the shell-model spectroscopic factor and σ
sp
α

the single-particle cross section. Here, α labels the quantum
numbers n,�,j of the removed nucleon. The A-dependent
multiplicative term is a center-of-mass correction factor to
the shell-model C2S value for removal from an orbital with
N oscillator quanta [40]. The single-particle cross section
σ

sp
α is obtained with the eikonal approach [38], assuming a

normalized single-particle overlap form factor for the removed
nucleon and complex residue- and nucleon-target optical
potentials. Full details of the model parameter values, the shell-
model spectroscopy, and the calculated partial cross sections
are presented as Supplemental Material accompanying this
publication [37]. The parallel momentum distributions of the
knockout residues, in the projectile rest frame, which reflect the
orbital angular momentum � of the initial state of the removed
nucleon, are calculated with the same interaction and overlap
inputs as outlined above, using the formalism of Ref. [41].

TABLE IV. Measured and calculated inclusive and partial knock-
out cross sections for 70Ni → 69Ni one-neutron removal assuming
the tentative level scheme presented in Fig. 8. The theoretical cross
sections do not include the reduction factor of Rs ≈ 0.7 that would
be expected according to systematics [36]. The small theoretical
partial cross sections for knockout from the 8+ isomer are not
listed, since their contributions are well within the experimental
uncertainties (for completeness, all cross sections are available in the
Supplemental Material [37]). The theoretical inclusive cross sections
were calculated from the partial cross sections (details given in [37])
taking into account both the fractions of 92% and 8% for the ground
state and 8+ isomer in 70Ni.

J π
f Eexpt (keV) σth(0+) σexpt (mb)

9/2+ 0 24.1 }
� 83(5)

a

1/2− 321(2) 21.0
5/2− 915(3) 25.4 26(3)d

(1/2−,3/2−) 1450(3) 10.4b 8(1)
5/2− 1517(3) 5.7 6(1)d

(1/2−,3/2−) 1640(3) 3.9b 4(1)
(1/2−,3/2−) 1866(4) 12.1b 2(1)
(3/2−) 2143(3) 13.9b 16(2)

2170(3) 1.8c 2.8(6)
70Ni → 69Ni σ

expt
inc = 168(13) mb σ th

inc = 133 mb

aIt is not possible to separate the cross section attributed to the ground
state from the cross section attributed to the long-lived 1/2− isomeric
state.
bAssuming J π = 3/2−.
cAssuming J π = 5/2−.
dThe decay branching ratio of the 1517-keV state was taken from
Table I (first column) of Liddick et al. [45]. Using the branching
reported by Mueller et al. [44], the partial cross sections are 25(3)
and 7(1) mb for the knockout to the 915- and 1517-keV states,
respectively.

These calculated rest-frame distributions were boosted into
the laboratory frame for comparisons with the measured ones.

For 67Ni, the measured exclusive parallel momentum
distributions were studied for the 694- and 1721-keV levels by
tagging the respective γ -ray transitions of the corresponding
energy (see Figs. 3 and 4). The theoretical distributions were
obtained by folding the eikonal model momentum distributions
with the measured momentum spread of the beam after
passing through the target. The orbital angular momentum
of the removed neutron leading to the 694-keV state is
compatible with the � = 3 value expected for the f5/2 orbital,
while that observed for the 1721-keV state is best described
by removal from an � = 1 orbital, presumably p3/2. These
observations confirm the previous spin-parity assignments for
these states [20].

Because of the complex feeding of the excited states and
of some doublet structures in their decays it was not possible
to study the parallel momentum distributions of the knockout
residues tagged on the decay from higher-lying states.

For 69Ni, an analysis of the momentum distributions
was not possible since, to obtain the required statistics, the
measurement was run with a momentum acceptance of 3% for
70Ni, instead of the 1% used for 68Ni. This loss in momentum
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resolution prohibits the discrimination of different � values in
this case.

A. 67Ni

Previous studies of 67Ni already identified a number of
excited states. γ -γ coincidence relationships, intensity argu-
ments, and comparisons with shell-model predictions were
used to construct a level scheme based on the present work
(see Fig. 5). Spin-parity assignments are proposed, supported
by the study of the parallel momentum distributions for the
states whenever possible.

The level scheme of Fig. 5 is in agreement with that
obtained from spectroscopy following deep inelastic reactions
performed at Argonne National Laboratory [20]. As displayed
in Fig. 6, prompt γ -γ coincidence relationships confirm the
1193–1272 keV and the 1249–1655 keV cascades. In the γ -ray
singles spectrum, a 445-keV γ ray is visible that matches
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the energy difference between the 1655- and 1210-keV γ
rays from the 2663- and 2218-keV states, thus supporting the
decay pattern proposed by Zhu et al. [20]. As stated above,
a 694-keV prompt transition is observed in GRETINA with a
line shape indicative of a lifetime compatible with the reported
value, τ = 216(6) ps [31]. The same transition is seen in the
delayed spectrum recorded in the CsI(Na) array, see Fig. 7(a),
as expected in the presence of feeding by the 9/2+ isomer.

A number of new transitions were identified as well that can
be placed in the level scheme. For the 1322-keV transition,
the coincidence relationship with the 1210-keV decay was
used. The placement of the 1272-keV transition in the level
scheme is based on the observation that it appears in the prompt
spectrum gated on the delayed transitions cascading from the
9/2+ isomer [see Fig. 7(b)]. Because the 1193-keV line was
seen in prompt γ -γ coincidence with the 1272-keV γ ray, it is
suggested that these two transitions are in a cascade, feeding
the 9/2+ isomer directly. The ordering is proposed based on the
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intensities. The γ -ray singles spectrum displays a strong peak
at 1721(2) keV. This transition is not feeding the isomer and no
additional prompt transitions were found in coincidence. This,
together with the parallel momentum distribution indicating
� = 1 orbital angular momentum, suggests that this transition
depopulates the low-lying 3/2− state identified at 1724.3(3)
keV by Diriken et al. at the CERN On-Line Isotope Mass
Separator (ISOLDE) facility [42].

B. 69Ni

The nucleus 69Ni has been previously studied using a
number of techniques, i.e., isomeric decay [43], β decay
[44,45], and through a (d,p) reaction on 68Ni [46]. The
information gathered in these investigations was used in
conjunction with the present data to arrive at the level scheme
of Fig. 8. Tentative placements of levels are indicated by
dashed lines.

Implanting 69Ni isotopes, after identification with the LISE
spectrometer at GANIL, Grzywacz and collaborators [43]
observed an excited state at 2701 keV that was identified as a
(17/2−) isomer with a half-life of 0.439(3) μs. The yrast and
yrare sequences of 69Ni were then identified from the decay
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widths of the arrows are proportional to the efficiency-corrected γ -ray
intensities. The half-life of the 1/2− isomer is indicated. Dashed lines
indicate levels that are based on our tentative placement of transitions
feeding the 1/2− isomer and comparison to shell model (see text).
The known transition connecting the levels at 1517 and 915 keV
could not be resolved from the 594-keV line in the present work.

of this isomer. In particular, it was possible to observe, for the
first time, a 594(1)-keV line corresponding to the transition
between a 5/2− state at 915(1) keV and the long-lived 1/2−
isomeric level at 321(2) keV.

The β decay of 69Co was first investigated by Mueller et al.
[44]. A number of excited states were identified and a partial
level scheme was proposed based on feeding in β decay, but
assuming a 7/2− ground state for 69Co. A more recent study
by Liddick et al. [45] demonstrated that, while the ground
state has a half-life of 0.18(2) s, a second isomeric state is also
present in 69Co that β decays to 69Ni with a half-life of 0.75(25)
s. No excitation energy has been measured for this isomer and
a tentative (1/2−) spin-parity assignment was given.

A comprehensive analysis of the γ -decay-tagged β-decay
half-life was performed by Liddick et al., comparing the
decay curves of γ rays from the β decay of 69Co where (i)
69Co was directly implanted and (ii) 69Co was produced as
the decay daughter of implanted 69Fe [45]. The much larger
relative intensities observed in Ref. [45] for the γ rays at
1129 and 1319 keV relative to the 594-keV transition in
the decay chain 69Fe → 69Co → 69Ni with respect to the
69Co → 69Ni one imply that these transitions, most likely,
depopulate low-spin states. The two transitions are observed
in the present experiment without identification of feeding
transitions in coincidence with them. This suggests that the
levels depopulated by these γ rays are fed directly in the
knockout reaction with little indirect feeding. These transitions
are tentatively placed as directly feeding the 1/2− isomer and
the proposed tentative Jπ assignments are limited to (1/2−,
3/2−) for both.

Comparing the transitions observed in Refs. [44,45] indi-
cates that the 1545-keV γ ray must be associated (mainly)
with the parent state responsible for the 1129- and 1319-keV
transitions, e.g., the (1/2−) isomer in 69Co reported in [45].
Consequently, the corresponding state is tentatively placed
above the long-lived 321-keV state in 69Ni. From that, and also
on the basis of comparisons with shell-model calculations, it
is tentatively assigned as Jπ = (1/2−,3/2−).

A 304-keV transition is seen in the present data and is
established to be in coincidence with the 1545-keV γ ray, but
not with the 1196-keV line (Fig. 9). A transition of 304 keV
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FIG. 9. Coincidence spectra obtained for 69Ni. (a) Prompt γ -γ
coincidence between 1545- and 304-keV lines in 69Ni. (b) Prompt
spectrum as observed in coincidence with delayed transitions.
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is also reported in Ref. [44], but the available data from
the present measurement lead to the conclusion that the γ
ray seen here is not the same as that reported in Ref. [44]
because there is no indication of the 1821-keV state reported by
Mueller et al. Hence, based on the coincidence relationships,
the 304–1545 keV cascade is proposed to feed directly the
321-keV isomer with the ordering reflecting the measured
intensities. This establishes a 2170-keV state with the possible
Jπ = 1/2−, 3/2−, or 5/2− quantum numbers reflecting the
direct population in the neutron removal reaction.

Using prompt-delayed coincidence events between
GRETINA and the CsI(Na) scintillator array, it was possible
to establish that the 379-keV transition feeds the (17/2−)
isomer. Being the strongest line in coincidence with the
delayed cascade from this (17/2−) state, it is placed just
above the isomer, feeding it directly. Moreover, this transition
was not reported in β decay, as one would expect given its
placement in the level scheme (Fig. 8). This transition is most
certainly populated only by knockout from the 8+ isomer of
70Ni present with an 8(1)% isomeric ratio in the projectile
beam.

A strong transition is observed at 1822 keV, also not
reported in β-decay or isomeric-decay experiments. On the
basis of systematics, and of its similarity with the 1721-keV
state in 67Ni, a (3/2−) spin-parity is tentatively suggested for
the 2143-keV state that then would carry the largest part of
the p3/2 strength. Finally, a 843-keV transition was observed
in the prompt GRETINA spectrum after gating on the delayed
transitions depopulating the (17/2−) isomer. However, such a
transition is not observed in the singles spectra and so it is only
placed tentatively (dashed line) in the level scheme as directly
feeding the high-spin isomer.

C. Discussion

The measured cross sections are compared with the calcu-
lations in Figs. 10 and 11 as well as Tables III and IV. The
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FIG. 10. Comparison of measured and calculated cross sections
for the reaction 68Ni → 67Ni. Error bars are shown for the experi-
mental data. The triangles mark the upper limits.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of measured and calculated cross sections
for the reaction 70Ni → 69Ni. Error bars are shown for the experi-
mental data.

cross section to the ground state is obtained by subtracting
those to all excited states from the inclusive cross section. This
implies that all unobserved direct feeding to the ground state
or to long-lived isomeric states is included in the ground-state
cross section, making its value an upper limit. The calculations
presented here make use of shell-model spectroscopic factors.
Shell-model (SM) calculations, including only neutron config-
urations in the f5/2pg9/2 valence space were performed with
the code NUSHELLX [47] assuming a 56Ni core and the jj44pna
[48] effective interaction.

For both 68Ni and 70Ni, relevant strength was identified to
1/2−, 5/2−, 9/2+, and 3/2− candidate states, corresponding
to neutron removal from the p1/2, f5/2, g9/2, and p3/2 orbitals
close to the Fermi surface. Several problems arise, however,
in detailed quantitative comparisons. First, based on the
calculated effective neutron-proton Fermi-surface asymme-
tries, 	S ≈ −6 to −9 MeV (quoted in the Supplemental
Material [37]) the experimental and theoretical inclusive cross
sections would be expected to differ by a reduction factor,
Rs = σ expt/σ th, of order 0.7, based on removal reaction
systematics [36]. That is, usually the shell-plus-eikonal models
overestimate the cross section (and the total spectroscopic
strength) leading to bound final states. This usual reduction
is not observed in the cross-section comparisons of Tables III
and IV and Figs. 10 and 11. However, this observation might
be expected considering the shell-model orbitals used here,
which, so far, neglect possible neutron f7/2 single-particle
strength leading to 67Ni and 69Ni final states below their first
neutron thresholds of 5.808(3) and 4.586(5) MeV, respectively.

Such neutron f7/2 removal strength is not included in the
calculated inclusive cross sections of Tables III and IV. The
positions of the neutron f7/2 single-particle energies in 68,70Ni,
and the associated f7/2 strength distributions in 67,69Ni are
uncertain; however, pf -shell SM calculations suggest that a
large fraction of the f7/2 strength may populate states below
the first neutron thresholds, given above. The calculated single-
particle cross section σ

sp
α for neutron removal to a 7/2− state

at the 67Ni(69Ni) threshold, with effective neutron separation
energy of 13.6 (11.9) MeV, is 7.32 (7.53) mb. So, the calculated
inclusive removal cross sections of Tables III and IV are
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TABLE V. Calculated cross sections for the orbitals of the active
neutron model space within the jj44pna effective interaction for one-
neutron knockout from 68Ni and 70Ni for both possible initial states
(see Supplemental Material).

Orbital 68Ni-1n 70Ni-1n

σ0+
1

(mb) σ5− (mb) σ0+
1

(mb) σ8+ (mb)

2p1/2 24.51 12.70 24.08 24.61
2p3/2 42.43 40.22 42.47 11.56
1f5/2 41.56 43.58 38.62 34.16
1g9/2 12.94 15.46 30.92 25.01
Total 121.43 111.96 136.10 95.34

expected to be underestimated by roughly N (f7/2)σ sp
α , where

N (f7/2) is the sum of the SM f7/2 C2S spectroscopic factors
to bound final states. The unaccounted-for f7/2 strength would
only reconcile the ratio of the experimental and theoretical
cross sections with the reduction factor systematics if all of the
naive f7/2 independent-particle model strength was bound; i.e.,
N (f7/2) = 8. As a rough estimate, fp-shell SM calculations
predict N (f7/2) = 4−5.2 up to Sn(67Ni) ± 1 MeV.

Furthermore, for the 68Ni → 67Ni reaction, the following
applies: (i) a systematic overprediction of the cross sections to
the low-spin, negative-parity states (1/2− – 5/2−), populated
in removal from the ground state of 68Ni, and (ii) a systematic
underestimation of the cross sections to high-spin states (9/2+
– 15/2+) populated by the removal from the 5− isomer of 68Ni.
The comparison of measured and predicted cross sections for
67Ni relies on the isomeric content in the projectile beam. An
80% 5− isomeric content for incoming 68Ni [instead of the
measured 39(4)%] would be required to explain the relative
trend in spectroscopic strength to lower- and higher-spin states
exhibited by the data. Given the prevalence of isomers in
the region, one might consider the possibility of an as yet
unobserved isomeric state in 68Ni that would populate higher-
spin rather than low-spin states in the knockout reaction.
Scenarios of isomeric negative-parity spin 4, 5, 6, 7 and
positive-parity spin 5, 6, and 7 states in a lifetime range
such that these could have been missed by the isomeric-ratio
measurement are unlikely because their placement in energy
would have to be rather fine-tuned to hinder their prompt decay
through the E2λ+1 suppression of the transitions. Also, SM
calculations do not predict such a scenario that would lead to
isomers beyond those already observed for 68Ni. Furthermore,
the existing body of data for 68Ni is extensive and provides
no indication of isomers beyond the ones observed thus far
[1,11,12,21,22].

One may rather speculate that the discrepancy reported here
points to an opportunity to improve the neutron configurations
in the SM framework. Table V shows for both cases and
initial states the summed theoretical cross sections for the one-
neutron knockout from the p1/2, p3/2, f5/2, and g9/2 orbitals.
While the data for the one-neutron knockout from 70Ni, based
on our tentative level scheme and spin assignments, are broadly
consistent with the calculations, see Fig. 11, the cross sections

to the lowest lying 3/2−
1 and 5/2−

1 states are overpredicted for
68Ni → 67Ni by a factor of 2 or more (Table III and Fig. 10).
A Hamiltonian with additional mixing could redistribute
neutron spectroscopic strengths from these two orbitals into
the g9/2 level or beyond, for example. However, there is not
much room for missing strength associated with the g9/2

orbital alone. For comparison, available Hamiltonians, jj44pna
(used here), jj44pnb [49], and JUN45 [50] are consistent
within less than 15% for the C2S(5/2−

1 ) and C2S(3/2−
1 )

spectroscopic factors. Any improvement to the Hamiltonians
in this region would have to preserve the good description
of the spectroscopic strength distribution in the knockout
to 69Ni.

IV. SUMMARY

Intermediate-energy one-neutron knockout reactions were
used to probe the evolution of single-particle structure in the
neutron-rich nickel isotopes 68Ni and 70Ni. The new data
enabled the identification of a number of new states in both
67Ni and 69Ni, in particular, levels that carry large parts of
the single-particle strength of the neutron orbitals lying at
the Fermi surface. In comparison to shell-model calculations,
the high measured inclusive cross sections hint at significant
bound f7/2 neutron strength, which is outside the shell-model
space considered here. In contrast, the relative single-particle
strength distribution for the knockout to 69Ni is described well
by the shell-model calculations if we consider the tentative
69Ni level scheme proposed here. The results for the neutron
removal to 67Ni challenge the validity of one of the most cur-
rent shell-model Hamiltonians, highlighting its shortcomings
and providing benchmarks for future interactions developed
for this neutron-rich region of the nuclear chart. The results
suggest that our understanding of the low-energy states in
these interesting nuclei is not yet complete and requires further
investigation.
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